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CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 

In the field of physical education many tests success ... 

fully measured and marked the individual performance, but all 

have been complicated and difficult to administer., This test 

is original in simplicity of administrationo 

The Problem 

Statement of the problemo It is the purpose of this 

experiment to classify an individual's performance according 

to weight, age and height" 

I~portance of the studyo The people of the United 

States are now facing the greatest opportunity for advancement, 

for happiness, and for. service, that they have ever known., They 

are facing, too, the greatest ;r,,e;s;p,o;n$ib11'1 tie's' :ftlr~ ):1eal th, for 
' ' ~ ~~.i~ ~ ,' ~ .,/

0
'J ;~,~ o

1
:;~-:> ., ~~~ ~ ."~-)·, -J ., 

~ ... ~ .. ) .;~, l?).-' :.;) _,, )[> .... 

educatio'n_, and for sharing their:.WPr>Y ?f '. ~+:f,~ ,o/:hthl. ,'all the peoples 
' : ,. .: ' ~ l ~ .. ~ ' )' ~ j ? ~ ; ~ j ~ \ .,'~" ·.,_, :) "~ J ~) ' 

of the world. By the Selective Training and Service Act of 

1940, men between the ages of 21 and 36 years were chosen by 

lot and given careful examination to determine their fitness 

for service.l 

1 . . -11Prpceedings of the Plann1·ng Conference, u p .. 3.., 
NationaLCommittee on Physical Fitness in Cooperationwith the 
American Medical __ Association, Fede.ral Security Agency, 
Committee on Physical .Fitness, JulY 27 and 28, 1944, · 

. Washington D;. c .. 

·(1) 
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·The examination included a check-up on chest, .lungs, 
. , 

teeth, eyes, ears, nose, throat, blood pressure, skeletal 

defects, and contagious diseaseo 

It was found that very often the men who were accepted 

lacked the physical endurance or stamina necessary to meet the 

strenuous conditions of basic training. Too many young men who 

had no serious defects were found-by military authorities to 

lack development and endurance 1 particularly as to the muscles 
. 2 of the arms, shoulde~. girdle, and· trunk.. This condition was 

indicated by early fatigue und~r normal demands for muscular 

effort, resulting from lack of motor skills, by poor endurance, 

and by susceptibility to minor infections. 

Physical fitness implies not only a strong, well~ 

developed physique, but also ~motional attitudes that will 

assists the individual in successful solution of problems of · 

everyday living .. 

Educational programs should keep the pupils.aware of the 

danger signs of impaired health .. Regular hours and adequate 

food help keep their bodies resistamt to germs. All-these safe

guards to health should be made e.vailable to all people ... 

2Ibid.t; p.,,5. Statement, of Major General Lewis B .. 
Hershey. Director of the Selective Service System, July 10,1944., 



The three objectives for those who are concerned ]Vith 

the health status of youthare the following: 

1~ A distribution of medical services so as to reach all areas 
of the country and all of the population .. Health examinations 
to uncover remediable defects and means for correcting them.., 

20' A further improvemen·t in lllutri tion for the whole population., 
Many authorities maintain that nutritional deficiency was · 
the basis of many rejections .. Men and women who served in 
the armed forces have carried back to ciir'd.l life knowledge. 
and experience as to the benef.i t.s of good nutrition., 

3~ A more continuous program o.f exercise and physical activity 
to produce muscular co-ordination and well-developed bodies., 

Here lies a o_hallenge to the boys and girls of today to 

work for better health in the nation of tomorrow .. 

Definitions of Terms Used 

Physical index., Classification of an individual accord

ing to weight, age and health .. 

Inventory~l> Contains information recorded on the 

9B Guidance Card., In addition to this information it. contains 

data recorde~ by the physical education teacher, which-is 

clo~ely related to the physical education program.,(Appendix A) 

Health record.:. The health record has information from 

the grade school nurse and the medical examination from the 

high school., (Appendix B) 

Restricted progr~ .. As a result of the medical findings, 

programs wert:t made fqr persons who needed special. physical · 

eduoation .. 

Boys in need of postural work will receive thei·'following 

.exercises:· 
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Exercises for: Head forward-Round Shoulders-flat chest 

Exercise I Streamliner 

Starting position: Rest standing 

lo Trunk forward-BEND 
2 .. Arms sideways, palms up-STRETCH 
3 .. Trunk upward-STRETCH 
4 .. Flexing fists and elbows-INHALE 
5. HOLD 
6 .. Arms downward-STRETCH 

by the numbers repeat exercise 

Caution: Maintain firm pressure against neck, chin ln .. 

Exercise II Swan dive 

Starting posit~on: Forward lying 

1. Arms sideways and upward, palms up-SWING 
2. Raising arms, chin and shoulders clear of the 

neck, separating hands ninety degrees-LIFT 
3.· INHALE 
4 .. Arms sideways and downward-SWING 

by the numbers repeat exercise , 

Caution: Chest must not be raised clear of deck as this 
exercise would otherwise aceentuate lordosis., 

Exercise III Breaking chains 

Starting position: Forward bend standing 

1 .. Backward movement of elbows in transverse 
plane-STRETCH 

2 .. INHALE 
3., HOLD 
4 .. J).rJns downward-STRETCH 

by the n~bers repeat exercise 

renee abdome-Il, and maintain head in the.· starting 
plane.during exercise, w~ere lord9sis is present.., 
execute exercise from a sitting position, tailor 
fS.shi()Po 

starting :Ptisttion£ Stretch ~tanding.·. \\fftb.' 
' ,· -"' :·''"·- ··. -. _,; 'i ,l;· .- •"-' ··,.;, ,· ,• 



. ,, 

shoulders while exhaling-LOWER· 
2~ Trunk forward-BEND 
3 .. Lifting wand over head, keeping neck aligned with 

back-RAISE· 
4. Inhaling while raising ~rms, trunk upward-STRETCH 

by the nQmbers repeat exercise 

Caution: Keep elbows .well back e.nd close to sides, with body 
aligned., 

Exercise V Bench push up 
. -

Starting position: Stoop falling-hands on benches separated 
should.er width.. 

1 .. Bending elbows and lowering shoulders between two 
benches as far as possible-STRETCH 

2<(1 INHALE 
3., HOLD 
4o Stoop falling on bench-PLACE 

by the numbers repeat exercise 

Caution: Maintain level back and neck with abdomen tense 

Abdomonial exercises., 

Exercise I Windmill 

Starting position: Yard stride standing 

1.; Trup.k twisting, left hand to right foot-PLACE 
2.. Trunk upward, stretching arms sideways-SWING 

· 3., T.runk twisting, right hand to left foot..;.PLACE 
4., Trunk upward, stretching arms sideways-SWING 

by the numbers repeat exercise 

5 

Caution: Maintain forward hips, turning head and forcing top 
shoulder·well back., Assume starting position preyious 
to~each trunk b~nding and twisting movement., 

: ' . ' . 

Exercise II Sit ups 

Starting posit1on:Backward lying, hooking toes under fixture 
for support. · 

· 1.. To sttting, arms s1 deways ·wtth ·palin~ i.ipward-$WING · 
2~ Bendingk!'lees and sitting tall with flexing of arms 

and fist ... :rNHALE· · ....... •· ... · ... ·.· ... · 
3., ExhSJling.ai'mss:td~w~ys·iind'knees-STRETCH. 
4o To bac'kward l;y:ing \Vlth toes under support ... PLACE 

by the ·numbers ··repeat· ·exercise · · 

•· 
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C~ution: Maintain arms shoulder height~ palms up during raiso.. 
ing and lowering movements .. Keep the abdomen ten•se 
and chest higp through exercise., 

Exercise I Alla Bama 

Starting position: Stoop Falling 

1. To stride kneeling neck-REST 
2 .. Trunk forward, forhead to deck-BEND 
3o Keeping head errect and shoulders abducted, trunk to 

position parallel with ~eck-RAISE 
by the numbers repeat exercise 

Caution: Maintain elbows shoulders height and well back, exert
ing pressure against neck for resistanceo 

Exercise II Land Crab Walk 

Starting position: .Back stoop falling 

lo Re~ching backward with left hand and flexing left 
knee with foot on deck-PLACE 

2., Reaching backward with right hand and flexing right 
knee with foot on deck-PLACE 
Continue walking in this position until command-HALT 

Caution: Abdomen must maintain a tense position and. the 
horizontal alignment remain constant., 

Exercise for Round Hollow Back .. 

Exercise I Hook Lying 

Starting position: Backward lying 

1 .. Bending knees, soles of feet together in hook lying 
position-PLACE 

2.. Neck•REST 
3., Head forward bending,· knees to chest ·position with 

soles of feet together-RAISE 
4., H.ead upw~rd and knees stretching, heels to the 

deck ... SINK 
by the ,numbers repeat ~xercise 

.ca.ution: Maintain chin down and hands and shoulders on deck 
when raising he ado. Keel' back flat throughout~ 

Exercise II· 'Pall;ther Creeping 

Starting position: Stoop falling 



,. 

lo Stride kneeling, keeping ha:nd.s on deck-PLACE 
2., Tension abdomen, keeping neck and back level, 1 

creeping with long strides of knees and arms 
combined with alternate hand and knee-BEGIN 
Continue creeping until command-F~T 
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Pull El2 test. The boys in the class are paired off, 

according to weight, height and age. The boy taking the test 

lies on the mat between the legs of his partner with body out

stretched in a rigid position and clasping each other by the 

fingers., At the command go, the boy on the matpulls his body 

up until it touches his partner 1 s thighs., Each time he is able 

to pull up and let down without.bending his body or getting 

assistance from his partner will count one point., 

One minute burpee~ The boy stands in a fundamental 

j position., At the command go, he· squats to a sitting position 

then places hands on the floor and shoots his legs backward 

r touching his toes to the floor keeping legs in a straight 
I I 
j position., Then to the squat position and then to the 

f 
I, 
I 
I 
! 

fundamental position., Each time will count one point., Boy fail-

ing to squat will not make a score., 

~ minute ~.. The end lines of the basketball court 

which are seventy-five feet apart are used as stations., The 

court is divided into four equal segments to allow for ease in 

scoring .. At the command go, each boy begins running from one 

end line to the other until the.command stop is _given .. The 

number of s~ations and segments completed gives him a score., 

Sargent lBmEo Mark measuring scale on the wall. Boy 
. 

stands facing wall wlth feet flat on the floor reaching as 

high as possibly can.. This distance is noted by the instructor., 



Then boy turns sideways to the wall as high as he can.. Th~ 

difference between his reach and jump on the scale is his 

scoreo 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

In the past few years much progress has been made in 

defining the purposes. of physical education and in the measure-

ments of results. 
. 

Literature .2!! Classification in Physical Education. 

McCloyl has developed formulas for the classification of boys 

by equalizing height; .. weight and ageo Each of his formulas 

gives a classification index w:titch is a measure of the athletic 

group to which each individual belongso Age, height and 

weight are three of the most fundamental elements in determining 

athletic ability and a plan for equalizing these is a definite 

contribution toward the complete measurement of athletic ability.2 

Stafford3 suggests that an illustration of balance with-

out. strain is that of a flagpole held in place by guy wires., 

It takes. Qonsiderable force to raise .the pole to· a vertical 

posttio!l but after a. straight pole is raised it re,quires very 

little ·effort to hold it in placeo 

· 1 Charles Harold McCloy, The Measurement of Athletic 
Power., New York: A. s .. Barnes and Company, 1932o 

2 Charles Harold McCloy, .QE. _illo 

· 3 George .T .. Stafford, Prevent! ve and Corrective Physical 
Educationo pp. ?Oo New York: A. S., Barnes and Company, '1928o 

(10) 
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If it is a crooked pole, iS resting on uneven ground, or is 

standing at an angle so that the center of gravity is not 

perpendicularly above the base, more guy wires are required 

to hold it in place and there is considerable strain on all 

the wires o The same principle applies to keeping a huinan body 

in a vertical positlon with the muscles acting as guy wires~~> 

In order that the body may, be .kept in the upright position 

with the greatest economy of effort it is necessary that none 

of the body segments" be cut of line either in the anteroposterior 

plane or literally. It is also essential that the feet, which 

are the base of the body, be in line under the weight of the· 

body., 

There have been a number of test proposed for measuring 

the physical fitness of an individual. The available evidence 

and the opinions of some recognized authorities seems to 

indicate that ,none of the tests proposed up to this time is 

. an. accurate test of physical fitness or of ability to achieve 

success·in athletics.l 

·,.'' 

·---~--- ~qbnF ... Boyard and li'zoe(ierick w. Cozens, Tests and . 
Measurements in Physical EducatiQ!l, pp., 72-75o. Ph!Iaaeiphia: 

.tV• B. Saunders Co., 193Qo 



CHAPTER III 

TECHNIQUE AND RESULTS OF THE INDIVIDUAL EXPERIMENT 

GROUPS ~· Cla.sses in physical education given five 

days per week.., 

At the beginning of the Fall Semester, 1946, an inventory 

and health record card was made. for each of 250 boys in the 9B 

gradeo 
-~· 

The inventory card of each boy contained the information 

recorded on the 9B Guidance Cardo The health card provided 

space for the recording of the health information obtained from 

the grade school nurse and. the medical examination from the 

high school.., 

A letter was sent to the parents of each boy in the class, 

asking their permission to give him a physical examination. 

This letter had to be signed by the parents and returned to·· the 

school to certify their consent for the examinationo(Append1x C) 

The physician's ·examination represents one of the most 

significant features of health and physical e.ducationo It is 

used to deter~ine the chi1d1ls health status. to point out the 

need for correcting ~xist'ing remediable health defects, and 

~p indicat~ the type of education which may be prescribedo 

It is ~sse~~lal that every: [i~l:lcher .have available and 

' be familiar with a report on>th~' r"~~~lts of a' complete and I 

_careful m~di'~ai examination of each bf his pUpils, so that he 

(12) 
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may have a clear understanding of each one" The ·medical 

examination should be made each year and should determine the 

present status and the progress o~ deterioration that has 

takeri place slnce the last examination., 

Each teacher should attempt to interpret the results 

of the medical examination in light of .the school program, and 

more particularly in light of the 'physical education part of I 

the school programo 

For example, i·f the medical examination revealed that 

a child has badly diseased tonsils the physical education 

program of that child should be arranged so that he would be 

discouraged :from participating in vigorous types of activity 

until the condition was corrected; or, if a pupil was found to 

have weak muscles of the :feet and abdomen the physical education 

program might be adjusted so as to provide a desirable type of 

exercise which would help to strengthen .these muscleso 

. A chart was made of the activities on the program rang

ing from the strong activities down to the weak .. The. examining 

physician had'the chart before him and made recommendations for 
,, participation in regular, limited, or none in the activities 

.ltst~d according to individual's physical condi tiono All 

adtlv:ftles were treated according to their strength in relation 

to, the even:ts iisted. Out of the physician's recommendations 

came sectionlng of class.es according to his findings in. 

re1.8.tion totheactivities program. The non-medical cases are 

the normal boys. (Appendix D) 
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. 
All boys are in the first semester of high schoolo F1ach 

boy was.given an Index number for age, height and weight, and 

performance of each physical testo The groups are as follows: 

3-4 5-6-7 11-12 

Example: If a boy received an index of one for age, one for 

height, and two for weight he would be in the 3-4 index groupo 
•. 

The following represents the total in each groupo ( Appendix E) 

17 boys in a group 
70 boys in a group 

13I boys in a group 
32 boys in a group 

3-4 
5-6-7 
8-9-10 
11-12 

The performance of the individual is measured by standards 

according to the performance of his particular index group~ The 

performance of each boy in this experiment was determined by 

four testso These tests were: Pull up, one minute burpee, one 

minute run and sargent jU.'llPo Medium, high and low standards 

were established for each group in each performance test". This 

procedure of the establishment of groups and standards tended 

to eliminate·the handicaps of weight, age and height • 

. Tne procedure used in working out the lettep marks 

.equivalent for the activities is as follows: First the medium 

or:. average sce>re was obtained by sum.'llari zing all scores for each 

group~a.nd dividing the number :of scores in each group; secondly, 

'the range "was deterrilined by. finding~ the difference between the 

highest 'and.lowest score; and third_ly, the number of let-ter 

marks to be given wa.s divided into the range to determine 
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the ste~ interval. All scores below the medium for each group 
·' 

are failing marks and assigned the letter marlt "D"., There are 

exceptions to the medium in passing marks in some of the more 

difficult exercises~ ( See Appendix F) 

Marks should be reliable, specific and descrirninating .. 

Marks should be accurate measurements of achievement .. Tl).ey 
•· 

should serve the means of letting pupils know what progress. 
' . 

they are making and guiding teachers in advising, classifying 

and instructing. 

The final marks in phys.tcal education I for the boys 

in this experiment were as follows: 

Group Af A B c D w 
3-4 2 3 2 0 0 0 
5-6-? 5 20 31 18 5 1 
8-9-10 6 26 42 16 6 1 
11-12 5 10 21 ? 0 6 
Totals 18 59 96 41 11 8 

At the close of the semester, there were 200 of .the 

original 250 boys who had enrolled in Physical ~aucationo 

:Phis is a loss of 25 boys or approximately 10 percent. An 

analysis of this group of 25 boys shows that 8 boys dropped out · 
'. 

of school, 9 transferred to other schools, and 6 are enrol;t.ed 

in school but had withdrawn from physical education .. Only a 
', ,., 

very small !fercent of the boys who dropped out of school 

failed in Physical Education. 



CHAPTER IV 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF THE MEDICAL EXAMINATION 

Early in the semester,. a physical examination of 250 

boys was made under ~he direct supervision. of the school 

physician ... 

At the completion of th~se physical examinations, the 

physician made recommendations for certain boyso These 

recommendations were"'based on the need for medical attention 

and on the activity programs which were in effect in the 

physical education department of the school.~ 

As a result of the medical examination, the physician 

classified 110 boys as normal and made no recommendation for 

this group. Recommendations for a restricted physical 

education program were made for 20 boys and 120 boys were 

classified as definitely in need of medical attentiono One 

boy was excused from physical educationo 

The most frequent defects found in the boys pertained 

to tonsils, teeth and eyes;. 

As a result of; the medical examination, 24 boys were 

recommended for dental care, 20fdr restricted programs, 52 

for special physical exercises.· The others were recommended 

for medical attention according to defects.. At the close of 

the,semester 1 'there were 12 boys who had received dental care, 

19 boys who had restricted physical educati.on programs tor 

(16) 
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th'e second semester, 40 boys had received medical treatmenv as 

a result of the examination .. 

Results of the Medical Examination are as follows: 

Number of boys examined .... 250 

· A.. Normal -- 110 
B. N0 rmal with correctable defects - 120 
C~ Non-Correctable defects - 0 
D. Restricted - 20 

. E'. No activi tr - 1 

Frequency·of Defects found in boys examined 

1.. Tonsils 
2 .. Teeth 
3 .. Re-vaccination 

needed 
4& Nutritional 

44 
24 

19 
14 

5. Eyes (examination 
by Phy. Ed. Teachers 

6 .. Ears 
7 .. Nose 
8 .. Flat feet 
9. Circumcision 

needed. 
10. Athletes foot 

infection 
11-. Reduce weight 

· 12. Hernia 
13. Rickets 
14. Eyes (Dr's advice) 
15., Glands 
16. Tumor on foot 
17 .. Blood pressure 
18~ Testicles 
19 .. Lungs 
20. Asthma or To B .. 

contact 
2L. Speech defect 
22 .. Neuropsychiatrtc 
23. Hip injury · 
24., ,Posture 

\ ,-· c' 

10 
9 
5 

24 

4 

3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

.1 
1 
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CONCLUSIONS 

lo The activities which might be used in a program. of 
physical education are not all equally suitable for 
use in all grades or for all pupils.. In planni'ng 
the program of physical activities for a school or 
a class it is necessary to recognize the wide range 
of interests,. ne·eds and ablli ties represented in 
the group. 

2. No two children are ever exactly alike for every 
child is an unique personality., The differences in 
any trait of children in any grad.e form a continuous 
distribution., This dis'tribution extends from one 
extreme at which the individuals show practically 
none of the trait to the other extreme where some 
persons possess a large amount of the trait .. 

3. There is reason to belleve, furthermore, that the 
rates of growth and development, for the various 
individuals are different., A group of children of 
the same chronological age will vary widely in 
physiological age, size, organic development and 
practically all other traits or characteristics«> 
It can be easily seen, therefore, when the differences 
in all traits which make up human personality are 
taken into consideration, that every child is 
practically sure to have interests and needs that are 
different from those of every other childo 

4. ClasS:ification of boys in physical education by means 
of physical index gives a better indication of 
performance, accuracy in marks and stimulation in 
pupil interest. 
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APPENDIX A 

Inventory Card for 

9B Boys in -------------------------- High School 

Name _________ Sp~ R _Address ________ Phone __ _ 

( Information to be obtained from high school office) 
and 

9B Guidance Record Cards 

Date of Birth Age __ =------=~-:-:' __ Date __ _ 
Month Day~ Year Years Months 

Living with father and mother_...--_with father with mother 
with others::: ----

Name of parent or guardia.n~ __________ Occupation. ____ _ 

Place of Birth School last attended;...._ __ 
Town or County State 

IeQ. ... _Grade School Rating_8A Physical Education Mark.__ __ 

Parents• Cooperati ve·ness General health of pupil ----- ~---------

Physical Handicap_. ____ Regulari ty: of Attendance. _______ _ 

Spec~al talents and abilities related to physical education_ 

I:{ employed for wages number of hrs •. employe·d per week 
Kind of job 

Program at school is from ____ to__._Lunch Period;..._---~--

'(Information to be obtained by physical education teacher) 

'Is pupil satisfied with school work and the school? Yes_No_ 

If no, why?......___,.. ___ ---, ______ ,_,_'--___________________ _ 

What does·. the Pl.lPil disl·ike about the. school? __ ....__ __ ___,_.......,_ 
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Is pupil a light ____ modEn•ate ___ or heavy eater? __ --;--_ 

What is a typical lunch? ____ ___;_ ______________ _ 

Does pupil smoke? Yes _ __, __ No ___ o If yes, how much._ __ _ 

Wht9n does pupil regularly go to bed ____ ? Arises'? ___ _ 

What out of school exercises (physlcal).does pupil have? 

What in school exercises (physical) other than physical 

education class does pupil have? 

---

Does pupil walk to school? Yes No o If yes. 
----------- ----------- ----- q 

how far? _____ ~--------· 

Describe the general physical appearance of boy --'--------' 

------~~---------~--------------------------------------------------0 
Results of test 

--~---------------------------------~----------------~---------

Physical Education Teacher 
--~----------------------

Class 
--~~~~~~~-------



APPENDIX B 

H.ealth Record Card for Physical Education Classes 

___________________ High School 

(Health data obtained from elementary school record card in 
high school office) 

Immunization and.Clinical Tests 
(Please Check) 

Chicken Pox 

Disease ' Experience 
(Please Check). 

Rheumatism 
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Typhoid:--
Small Pox 
Dip theria-

Date 
Date~. 
Date 
Date-

Diptheria ___ ...;... Scarlet Fev-e-.r ____ __ 
Small Pox Measles -

Pneumonia 
Mumps · -----

Tonsillit~i-s ______ __ 
Date:= To B. Contact ---

Name of Family Physician . Name of Dentist 
------~--- ----------

(Health data obtained by high school physical examination) 

(0, Satisfactory; X,· needs medical attention 
(1, 2, or 3 - Slightly, moderately, marked 'unsatisfactory 

Code (A dae:th ( --) no information obtained . 
(00, c6rrection · 

(To be obtained and recorded by ph~sical education teacher) 

1st Exam 2nd Exam 
-ft in ft. in Weight 

UnassistedUnasststed 
R: 20 I ' . R: 20 I 
L: 20/ L: 20/ 

Posture 

Assisted Assisted Remarks 
R: 20/ R: 20/ ·-
L: 20/ L: 20/ 

1st Exam 

(Data to be.obtained and rendered M.D .. 

2nd Exam 
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1st Exam 2nd Exam 1st Exam 2nd Exam 
Orthopedic 
Condition 
Skin and 
Scalp 
Nose 

Throat 
Thyroid, 

Lungs 

Speech 
Defects 

Hernia 
Other 
Defects 

Posture 

Gums 
Mouth 

Glands 
Heart. and 
Blood 
Pressure 
Nervous 
Symptoms 

Hearing 

Other 
Defects 

.. 

R_L_R_L_ 

Teetch Examination 
First Examination 

(Upper) 
8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 
Right 
8-7-6--=5--~4--3=--2~-~1~-------

(Lower) 

(Upper) 
8-7-6-5-4~3-2-1 
Left 
8-7-~6~-5~-~4~-~3--=2-~1~--

Second Examination 
(Upper) 

8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 
Right.~-r~~~----~---
8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 

(Lower) 

(Upper) 
8-7-6-5-4-3.;..2-1 
Le~t 
8-7-~6--=5--~~--~3~-~2~-~1----

Is prophylaxis needed? Yes ·No Is Prophylaxis needed? Yes No 
(Code; Circle (O) missing teet~Cross (X) recommended extractions 

· Check () teeth needing filling -

Physician'· s Remarks on Defects & Corrective Measures Recommended· 
1st Examination 2nd Examination 

Physician's Recommendations as.to Medical Treatment needed, 
Immunization. 
1st Examination Etc '2nd Examination 
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-----------------------------~--------------------------------0 

Should the pupil partiqipate in the regular physical education 
program? --------------------------

.Signed M .. D. 1st Examination Date ---------------------------- -----
Signed M.D. 2nd Examination Date __ 



APPENDIX C. 

High School -------

Indianapolis 2, Indiana 

Da~e ------------
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To --------------------------~--
We are making a careful study of our high school 

physical education program in an effort to make this program 

serve more completely the health needs of each individual 

pupiL, 

As a basis for this study, we need more information 

about the health and physical condition of each pupil .. We 

have been able to make plans whereby the school doctors can 

examine a few of our 9B boys this semester. The purpose of 

this examination is three-fold .. 

1. To find out whether your son has any physical 
defects which may be corrected; 

2.. To ascertain whether your son should engage in a 
regular or limited physical education program; 

3 .. To determine whether the school should plan a 
special program in physical education for.your son 
in order to help him overcome a possible physical 
weakness.. · 

We trust that you will appreciate our efforts to -

improve the health and physical condition of your boy and that 

you will cooperate by giving us permission to give him a 

physical examination. If you give your consent for this 

examination, will you please sign the attached blank.and 

return it. to Mr .. 
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teacher, at onceo A report of thephysical examination w~ll 

be sent to you .. 

Very truly yours, 

----------,-----' Principal 

------------------------------~-----------------------------

To .Mr. 

This is to certify that you have my consent to have 
... 

the school doctors examine my son o -----------------------
It is understood that this examination is to be made with-

out cost to me, and that I will receive a. report of the 

examinationo 

----~-------------------------'Parent 



Rank 
of 

Event 

1 .. 

3., 

4 .. 

5., 

6 .. 

7. 

9. 

APPENDIX D 

ACTIVITY PROGRAM 

EVENTS 

A. Stall Bars 
Maximum Muscular contract
ion and endurance of 
certain muscle groups 

B. Horizontal Bar 

Basketball ... 
Fluent Interaction of, 
nervous and muscular 
systems 

~ Climb 
'ShOUlder girdle and legs 
trunk 

Push-and Pull Ups 
Shoulder girdle and 
Abdominal Regton 

Ps.rallel Bar Action 
To.tal body --

High~ 
Pelvic girdle 

Broad Jump 
Pelvic girdle - legs 

Dashes · . 
. Circulatory and Respiratory 
·Power· · 

.R~lays .. 
Clrc ulatory and 

.R.es:e_iratory_Power 

REGULAR LIMITED NONE 



Rank 
of 

Event 
EVENTS 

10.. Hop, Step, Jump 
Pelvic girdle - legs 

11... Run, Hop, Step, ~ 
Legs 

12o Vaults 
Whole body strength 

13.. Tumbling 
Skill and body strength 

14.. Calisthen~cs 

Part body action 

15., Accurac;y: Throws. 
Skill and little 
strength 

REGULAR LIMITED NONE 



Weight 

100 lbs 
101 1bs 

, 126 1bs 
151 1bs 

Ag~ 

13 yrs 
13, yrs 
14 yrs. 
14 yrs 

9 
10 

3 
-8 

APPENDIX E 

CLASSIFICATION TABLE 

Group Height 

under ·1 60 in 
125 1bs .2 61 in 
150 1bs 3 64 in 
up 4 67 in 

mo under 
mo to 14 yrs 2 mo 
mot to 1·4 yrs 7 mo 
mo up 

) 

Group 

under 1 
63 in 2 
.66 in 3 

up 4 

Group 

1 
2 
3 
4 
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APPENDIX F. 

TEST. RESULTS 

Index 
Group 3-4 1 Min .. Run ·.Pull UE 1 Min. Burpee Sargent JumE 

Medium 10 1/2' 3 30 12 
High 12 10 41 14 1/2 Low .. 10 1 20 10 

'Group 5-6-7 

Medium 10 1/2 5 30 14 1/2 High 12 3/4 ~ 15 40 25 1/2 Low 7 3/4 1 14 9 

Group 8-9-10 

Medium 11 1/2 5 30 16 1/2 High 18 15 40 -35 Low a. 1 15 9 

Grbup 11-12 

Medium 10 1/2 4 29 15 1/2 High 13 15 37 21 Low 7 1/2 1 10 9 
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:·-
Index Group 3-4 5-6-7 8-9-10 11-12 

1 Minute Run --- .... --------------- --------------- -------------

11 1/2-12 Af 12-12-3/4 Af 12 1/2-18 ~t 13 above Af 
11-11 1/4 A 11 1/2-11-3/4 A 11 3/4-12 1/4 A 11-3/4-11 1/2 A 
10 3/4. B 10 1/2-11 1/4 B 11-11 1/2 B 10 1/4-11 1/2 B 
10 1/4-10 1/2 c 9 1/4-10'1/4 c 9 3/4-10 3/4 c 8-10 c 
10 below D 7-3/4~9 D 8-9 1/2 D 7 1/2-7 3/4 D 

Pull Up -------- --------------- --------------- ----------------
10 above At 9-15 '¥ i2-15 Af 12-15 A.f 5-9 A 7-8 A 8-11 A 6-11 A 3-4 B 4-6 B 5-7 B 4-5 B 1-2 c 1-3 

... 
c 2-4 c 1-3 c 0 D 0 D 0-1 D 0 D 

1 Mi.nute Burpee --------------- --------------- ---------------... 

41 above 
34-40 
28-33 
21-27 
20 below 

Af 38 ... 40 
A 32-37 
B 28-31 
c 23-27 
D 14-22 

At 38-40 
A 33-37 
B 29-32 
c 21-28 
D 15-20 

Af 37 above 
A 33-36 
B 22-32 
c 11-21 
D 10 below 

Af 
A 
B 
c 
D 

Sargent Jump --- ----------------- --------------- ------------~~ 

14 1/2 above 
13 1/2-'14 
12 1/2-13 
10 1/2-12 
10 below 

Af 18 1/2-25 1/2 Af 21-35 '¥ 21 above Af 
A 16-18 A 18 1/2-20 1/2 A 17 1/2-20 1/2 A 
B 13-15 1/2 B 14 1/2-18 B 14 1/2-17 B 
c 11-12 1/2 c 12 1/2-14 ' c 9 1/2-14 c 
D 9-10 1/2 D 9-12 D 9 below D 

.. 

', ... ~ ., ~-·., -, ~ ) ~ -, ' 
~ -, J ~ -_, ) 

-'> J ')) ) -' 
) ) ) J ., -,,) 
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